
English eleventh grade 2p

1
INTERPRETACION DE AVISOS

 

Please put the books on the
correct desk

  in a toy story

in a clothes shop

in a school

2
INTERPRETACION DE AVISOS

 

Today is Ben’ and Lucy’s
birthday

 in a TV room

in the table tennis room

in a classroom

3
 

INTERPRETACION DE AVISOS

 

Do not pick up the flowers

in the street

in a playground

in a garden



4
INTERPRETACION DE AVISOS

 

Draw a line to complete the
snake and color it

 on a bookcase

 on a test

 on a wall

5
INTERPRETACION DE AVISOS

 

Hold your bag where you can
see it

 

 

on a bus 

on a plane

on a boat

6
INTERPRETACION DE AVISOS

Caution children at play

in a libr/ary

at a bank

at a school

7

This sign refer to:

  On a tsunami safety br/ochure

On earthquake safety br/ochure

On fire safety br/ochure



8
INTERPRETACION DE AVISOS

 

Notice: please ring bell for
service

 in a libr/ary

 in hotel

in a house front door

9

 

This sign refer to:

 Race

Tsunami

Fire exit

10
LÉXICO:

SELECCIONA LA PALABRA QUE CORRESPONDE A LA DEFINICIÓN

 

Someone you can depend on.

Affectionate

Reliable

 Joyful



11
 LÉXICO:

SELECCIONA LA PALABRA QUE CORRESPONDE A LA DEFINICIÓN.

 

A plant or part of a plant used as food.

Bread

 Cereal

 Vegetable

12
 LÉXICO:

SELECCIONA LA PALABRA QUE CORRESPONDE A LA DEFINICIÓN.

Food made from flour, water, and sometimes egg that is cooked and usually served with a sauce.

Pasta

 Bread

Cereal

13
 LÉXICO:

SELECCIONA LA PALABRA QUE CORRESPONDE A LA DEFINICIÓN.

It is the activity of fighting with blades.

 Sailing

 Fencing

Rowing

14
CONVERSACIONES

 

She wasn’t sent the invitation!

 

Immediately

What a   shame!

Be careful



15
 CONVERSACIONES

 

Dr. Smith! All your articles have been br/illiant!

That’s kind of you!

Is that all right?

 Let’s think about it

16
CONVERSACIONES

 

Why don’t you visit your doctor?

I’m not sure

 Here you are!

When is it?



17
COMPRENSION DEL TEXTO DESDE LO GRAMATICAL Y LEXICO

 

So she was considering, in _(A)_own mind (as well as she could, for the hot day made her feel _(B)_ sleepy and
stupid), whether the pleasure of_(C)_a daisy-chain would _(D)_worth the trouble of (E) up and picking the daisies,
when suddenly a White Rabbit with pink eyes _(F)__ close_(_G)_ her.

There was nothing so very remarkable in that; nor did Alice_(H)_ it so very much out of the way to_(I)_ the Rabbit
say to itself "Oh dear! Oh dear! I shall be too late!" (when she _(J)_ it over afterwards it occurred to her that she
ought to have (K)_at this, but at the time it all seemed quite natural); _(L)_, when the Rabbit actually took a watch
out of its waistcoat-pocket, and looked at it, and _( M)_hurried on, Alice _(N)_ to her feet, for it flashed across her
mind that she had never before seen a rabbit with either a waistcoat-pocket, or a watch to take out of it, and
burning with curiosity, she ran across the field after it, and was just on time to see it pop down a large rabbit-hole
__(o)__the hedge.

Espacio (A)

 

his

its

her
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COMPRENSION DEL TEXTO DESDE LO GRAMATICAL Y LEXICO

 

So she was considering, in _(A)_own mind (as well as she could, for the hot day made her feel _(B)_ sleepy and
stupid), whether the pleasure of_(C)_a daisy-chain would _(D)_worth the trouble of (E) up and picking the daisies,
when suddenly a White Rabbit with pink eyes _(F)__ close_(_G)_ her.

There was nothing so very remarkable in that; nor did Alice_(H)_ it so very much out of the way to_(I)_ the Rabbit
say to itself "Oh dear! Oh dear! I shall be too late!" (when she _(J)_ it over afterwards it occurred to her that she
ought to have (K)_at this, but at the time it all seemed quite natural); _(L)_, when the Rabbit actually took a watch
out of its waistcoat-pocket, and looked at it, and _( M)_hurried on, Alice _(N)_ to her feet, for it flashed across her
mind that she had never before seen a rabbit with either a waistcoat-pocket, or a watch to take out of it, and
burning with curiosity, she ran across the field after it, and was just on time to see it pop down a large rabbit-hole
__(o)__the hedge.

 

Espacio (B)

so

very

too
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COMPRENSION DEL TEXTO DESDE LO GRAMATICAL Y LEXICO

 

So she was considering, in _(A)_own mind (as well as she could, for the hot day made her feel _(B)_ sleepy and
stupid), whether the pleasure of_(C)_a daisy-chain would _(D)_worth the trouble of (E) up and picking the daisies,
when suddenly a White Rabbit with pink eyes _(F)__ close_(_G)_ her.

There was nothing so very remarkable in that; nor did Alice_(H)_ it so very much out of the way to_(I)_ the Rabbit
say to itself "Oh dear! Oh dear! I shall be too late!" (when she _(J)_ it over afterwards it occurred to her that she
ought to have (K)_at this, but at the time it all seemed quite natural); _(L)_, when the Rabbit actually took a watch
out of its waistcoat-pocket, and looked at it, and _( M)_hurried on, Alice _(N)_ to her feet, for it flashed across her
mind that she had never before seen a rabbit with either a waistcoat-pocket, or a watch to take out of it, and
burning with curiosity, she ran across the field after it, and was just on time to see it pop down a large rabbit-hole
__(o)__the hedge.

 

Espacio (C)

makes

make

making
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COMPRENSION DEL TEXTO DESDE LO GRAMATICAL Y LEXICO

 

So she was considering, in _(A)_own mind (as well as she could, for the hot day made her feel _(B)_ sleepy and
stupid), whether the pleasure of_(C)_a daisy-chain would _(D)_worth the trouble of (E) up and picking the daisies,
when suddenly a White Rabbit with pink eyes _(F)__ close_(_G)_ her.

There was nothing so very remarkable in that; nor did Alice_(H)_ it so very much out of the way to_(I)_ the Rabbit
say to itself "Oh dear! Oh dear! I shall be too late!" (when she _(J)_ it over afterwards it occurred to her that she
ought to have (K)_at this, but at the time it all seemed quite natural); _(L)_, when the Rabbit actually took a watch
out of its waistcoat-pocket, and looked at it, and _( M)_hurried on, Alice _(N)_ to her feet, for it flashed across her
mind that she had never before seen a rabbit with either a waistcoat-pocket, or a watch to take out of it, and
burning with curiosity, she ran across the field after it, and was just on time to see it pop down a large rabbit-hole
__(o)__the hedge.

 

Espacio (D)

are

was

be
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COMPRENSION DEL TEXTO DESDE LO GRAMATICAL Y LEXICO

 

So she was considering, in _(A)_own mind (as well as she could, for the hot day made her feel _(B)_ sleepy and
stupid), whether the pleasure of_(C)_a daisy-chain would _(D)_worth the trouble of (E) up and picking the daisies,
when suddenly a White Rabbit with pink eyes _(F)__ close_(_G)_ her.

There was nothing so very remarkable in that; nor did Alice_(H)_ it so very much out of the way to_(I)_ the Rabbit
say to itself "Oh dear! Oh dear! I shall be too late!" (when she _(J)_ it over afterwards it occurred to her that she
ought to have (K)_at this, but at the time it all seemed quite natural); _(L)_, when the Rabbit actually took a watch
out of its waistcoat-pocket, and looked at it, and _( M)_hurried on, Alice _(N)_ to her feet, for it flashed across her
mind that she had never before seen a rabbit with either a waistcoat-pocket, or a watch to take out of it, and
burning with curiosity, she ran across the field after it, and was just on time to see it pop down a large rabbit-hole
__(o)__the hedge.

 

Espacio (E)

get

getting

got
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COMPRENSION DEL TEXTO DESDE LO GRAMATICAL Y LEXICO

 

So she was considering, in _(A)_own mind (as well as she could, for the hot day made her feel _(B)_ sleepy and
stupid), whether the pleasure of_(C)_a daisy-chain would _(D)_worth the trouble of (E) up and picking the daisies,
when suddenly a White Rabbit with pink eyes _(F)__ close_(_G)_ her.

There was nothing so very remarkable in that; nor did Alice_(H)_ it so very much out of the way to_(I)_ the Rabbit
say to itself "Oh dear! Oh dear! I shall be too late!" (when she _(J)_ it over afterwards it occurred to her that she
ought to have (K)_at this, but at the time it all seemed quite natural); _(L)_, when the Rabbit actually took a watch
out of its waistcoat-pocket, and looked at it, and _( M)_hurried on, Alice _(N)_ to her feet, for it flashed across her
mind that she had never before seen a rabbit with either a waistcoat-pocket, or a watch to take out of it, and
burning with curiosity, she ran across the field after it, and was just on time to see it pop down a large rabbit-hole
__(o)__the hedge.

 

Espacio (F)

running

ran

run
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COMPRENSION DEL TEXTO DESDE LO GRAMATICAL Y LEXICO

 

So she was considering, in _(A)_own mind (as well as she could, for the hot day made her feel _(B)_ sleepy and
stupid), whether the pleasure of_(C)_a daisy-chain would _(D)_worth the trouble of (E) up and picking the daisies,
when suddenly a White Rabbit with pink eyes _(F)__ close_(_G)_ her.

There was nothing so very remarkable in that; nor did Alice_(H)_ it so very much out of the way to_(I)_ the Rabbit
say to itself "Oh dear! Oh dear! I shall be too late!" (when she _(J)_ it over afterwards it occurred to her that she
ought to have (K)_at this, but at the time it all seemed quite natural); _(L)_, when the Rabbit actually took a watch
out of its waistcoat-pocket, and looked at it, and _( M)_hurried on, Alice _(N)_ to her feet, for it flashed across her
mind that she had never before seen a rabbit with either a waistcoat-pocket, or a watch to take out of it, and
burning with curiosity, she ran across the field after it, and was just on time to see it pop down a large rabbit-hole
__(o)__the hedge.

 

Espacio (G)

to

for

by
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COMPRENSION DEL TEXTO DESDE LO GRAMATICAL Y LEXICO

 

So she was considering, in _(A)_own mind (as well as she could, for the hot day made her feel _(B)_ sleepy and
stupid), whether the pleasure of_(C)_a daisy-chain would _(D)_worth the trouble of (E) up and picking the daisies,
when suddenly a White Rabbit with pink eyes _(F)__ close_(_G)_ her.

There was nothing so very remarkable in that; nor did Alice_(H)_ it so very much out of the way to_(I)_ the Rabbit
say to itself "Oh dear! Oh dear! I shall be too late!" (when she _(J)_ it over afterwards it occurred to her that she
ought to have (K)_at this, but at the time it all seemed quite natural); _(L)_, when the Rabbit actually took a watch
out of its waistcoat-pocket, and looked at it, and _( M)_hurried on, Alice _(N)_ to her feet, for it flashed across her
mind that she had never before seen a rabbit with either a waistcoat-pocket, or a watch to take out of it, and
burning with curiosity, she ran across the field after it, and was just on time to see it pop down a large rabbit-hole
__(o)__the hedge.

Espacio (H)

think

thinks

thinking
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COMPRENSION DEL TEXTO DESDE LO GRAMATICAL Y LEXICO

 

So she was considering, in _(A)_own mind (as well as she could, for the hot day made her feel _(B)_ sleepy and
stupid), whether the pleasure of_(C)_a daisy-chain would _(D)_worth the trouble of (E) up and picking the daisies,
when suddenly a White Rabbit with pink eyes _(F)__ close_(_G)_ her.

There was nothing so very remarkable in that; nor did Alice_(H)_ it so very much out of the way to_(I)_ the Rabbit
say to itself "Oh dear! Oh dear! I shall be too late!" (when she _(J)_ it over afterwards it occurred to her that she
ought to have (K)_at this, but at the time it all seemed quite natural); _(L)_, when the Rabbit actually took a watch
out of its waistcoat-pocket, and looked at it, and _( M)_hurried on, Alice _(N)_ to her feet, for it flashed across her
mind that she had never before seen a rabbit with either a waistcoat-pocket, or a watch to take out of it, and
burning with curiosity, she ran across the field after it, and was just on time to see it pop down a large rabbit-hole
__(o)__the hedge.

 

Espacio (I)

hear

hearing

hears
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COMPRENSION DEL TEXTO DESDE LO GRAMATICAL Y LEXICO

 

So she was considering, in _(A)_own mind (as well as she could, for the hot day made her feel _(B)_ sleepy and
stupid), whether the pleasure of_(C)_a daisy-chain would _(D)_worth the trouble of (E) up and picking the daisies,
when suddenly a White Rabbit with pink eyes _(F)__ close_(_G)_ her.

There was nothing so very remarkable in that; nor did Alice_(H)_ it so very much out of the way to_(I)_ the Rabbit
say to itself "Oh dear! Oh dear! I shall be too late!" (when she _(J)_ it over afterwards it occurred to her that she
ought to have (K)_at this, but at the time it all seemed quite natural); _(L)_, when the Rabbit actually took a watch
out of its waistcoat-pocket, and looked at it, and _( M)_hurried on, Alice _(N)_ to her feet, for it flashed across her
mind that she had never before seen a rabbit with either a waistcoat-pocket, or a watch to take out of it, and
burning with curiosity, she ran across the field after it, and was just on time to see it pop down a large rabbit-hole
__(o)__the hedge.

 

Espacio (J)

think

thought

thinks
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COMPRENSION DEL TEXTO DESDE LO GRAMATICAL Y LEXICO

 

So she was considering, in _(A)_own mind (as well as she could, for the hot day made her feel _(B)_ sleepy and
stupid), whether the pleasure of_(C)_a daisy-chain would _(D)_worth the trouble of (E) up and picking the daisies,
when suddenly a White Rabbit with pink eyes _(F)__ close_(_G)_ her.

There was nothing so very remarkable in that; nor did Alice_(H)_ it so very much out of the way to_(I)_ the Rabbit
say to itself "Oh dear! Oh dear! I shall be too late!" (when she _(J)_ it over afterwards it occurred to her that she
ought to have (K)_at this, but at the time it all seemed quite natural); _(L)_, when the Rabbit actually took a watch
out of its waistcoat-pocket, and looked at it, and _( M)_hurried on, Alice _(N)_ to her feet, for it flashed across her
mind that she had never before seen a rabbit with either a waistcoat-pocket, or a watch to take out of it, and
burning with curiosity, she ran across the field after it, and was just on time to see it pop down a large rabbit-hole
__(o)__the hedge.

 

Espacio (K)

wonder

wondering

wondered
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COMPRENSION DEL TEXTO DESDE LO GRAMATICAL Y LEXICO

 

So she was considering, in _(A)_own mind (as well as she could, for the hot day made her feel _(B)_ sleepy and
stupid), whether the pleasure of_(C)_a daisy-chain would _(D)_worth the trouble of (E) up and picking the daisies,
when suddenly a White Rabbit with pink eyes _(F)__ close_(_G)_ her.

There was nothing so very remarkable in that; nor did Alice_(H)_ it so very much out of the way to_(I)_ the Rabbit
say to itself "Oh dear! Oh dear! I shall be too late!" (when she _(J)_ it over afterwards it occurred to her that she
ought to have (K)_at this, but at the time it all seemed quite natural); _(L)_, when the Rabbit actually took a watch
out of its waistcoat-pocket, and looked at it, and _( M)_hurried on, Alice _(N)_ to her feet, for it flashed across her
mind that she had never before seen a rabbit with either a waistcoat-pocket, or a watch to take out of it, and
burning with curiosity, she ran across the field after it, and was just on time to see it pop down a large rabbit-hole
__(o)__the hedge.

 

Espacio (L)

since

but

however
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COMPRENSION DEL TEXTO DESDE LO GRAMATICAL Y LEXICO

 

So she was considering, in _(A)_own mind (as well as she could, for the hot day made her feel _(B)_ sleepy and
stupid), whether the pleasure of_(C)_a daisy-chain would _(D)_worth the trouble of (E) up and picking the daisies,
when suddenly a White Rabbit with pink eyes _(F)__ close_(_G)_ her.

There was nothing so very remarkable in that; nor did Alice_(H)_ it so very much out of the way to_(I)_ the Rabbit
say to itself "Oh dear! Oh dear! I shall be too late!" (when she _(J)_ it over afterwards it occurred to her that she
ought to have (K)_at this, but at the time it all seemed quite natural); _(L)_, when the Rabbit actually took a watch
out of its waistcoat-pocket, and looked at it, and _( M)_hurried on, Alice _(N)_ to her feet, for it flashed across her
mind that she had never before seen a rabbit with either a waistcoat-pocket, or a watch to take out of it, and
burning with curiosity, she ran across the field after it, and was just on time to see it pop down a large rabbit-hole
__(o)__the hedge.

 

Espacio (M)

then

and

after that
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COMPRENSION DEL TEXTO DESDE LO GRAMATICAL Y LEXICO

 So she was considering, in _(A)_own mind (as well as she could, for the hot day made her feel _(B)_ sleepy and
stupid), whether the pleasure of_(C)_a daisy-chain would _(D)_worth the trouble of (E) up and picking the daisies,
when suddenly a White Rabbit with pink eyes _(F)__ close_(_G)_ her.

There was nothing so very remarkable in that; nor did Alice_(H)_ it so very much out of the way to_(I)_ the Rabbit
say to itself "Oh dear! Oh dear! I shall be too late!" (when she _(J)_ it over afterwards it occurred to her that she
ought to have (K)_at this, but at the time it all seemed quite natural); _(L)_, when the Rabbit actually took a watch
out of its waistcoat-pocket, and looked at it, and _( M)_hurried on, Alice _(N)_ to her feet, for it flashed across her
mind that she had never before seen a rabbit with either a waistcoat-pocket, or a watch to take out of it, and
burning with curiosity, she ran across the field after it, and was just on time to see it pop down a large rabbit-hole
__(o)__the hedge.

 

Espacio (N)

started

stayed

starts
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COMPRENSION DEL TEXTO DESDE LO GRAMATICAL Y LEXICO

 So she was considering, in _(A)_own mind (as well as she could, for the hot day made her feel _(B)_ sleepy and
stupid), whether the pleasure of_(C)_a daisy-chain would _(D)_worth the trouble of (E) up and picking the daisies,
when suddenly a White Rabbit with pink eyes _(F)__ close_(_G)_ her.

There was nothing so very remarkable in that; nor did Alice_(H)_ it so very much out of the way to_(I)_ the Rabbit
say to itself "Oh dear! Oh dear! I shall be too late!" (when she _(J)_ it over afterwards it occurred to her that she
ought to have (K)_at this, but at the time it all seemed quite natural); _(L)_, when the Rabbit actually took a watch
out of its waistcoat-pocket, and looked at it, and _( M)_hurried on, Alice _(N)_ to her feet, for it flashed across her
mind that she had never before seen a rabbit with either a waistcoat-pocket, or a watch to take out of it, and
burning with curiosity, she ran across the field after it, and was just on time to see it pop down a large rabbit-hole
__(o)__the hedge.

 

Espacio (O)

down

under

behind


